
Snow Special

As Council resources were stretched, many residents pulled together showing

community spirit; here everyone’s clearing the entrance to the Bullring.

The A5104 Corwen Road was closed twice at the Nant and by Clwyd Alloys (the

Gem) because of falling branches and trees.



Lee from Queen Street has been fantastic helping dig cars out, clearing drives
and roads with his JCB. Also, many thanks to Ian Parry, David John Williams
and others for helping clear Maes Glas and Glasdir.

Streetscene
workers who are
normally
employed
collecting
recycling and
waste, and Tony
the Housing
estate caretaker
came to Hafan
Deg to help clear
the snow but
with snow drifting
4 ft high or more
in places and
compressed
frozen snow it
was a mammoth
even impossible
task. Everyone
was relived when
Lee came along
with his JCB and
did a fantastic
job in a fraction
of the time it
would have
taken all the men

to do.

Many people have also shown great kindness making sure that neighbours have
food supplies and groceries, it has really been heart warming.



This snow drift at Hafan Deg nearly touched the roof of the bungalow and was in

the shape of a giant wave.

Being pulled along Queen Street on a

sledge by the family dog

Icicles on a road sign



Farmers also helped clear roads. We were very grateful to Edward Morgan
who cleared the laybys by Ffordd y Rhos so the cars could get out off road,

as well as helping many stuck residents.

Unfortunately, the mounds of snow also have to go somewhere!

The pavements and entrances of driveways ended up piled high as it was the only
way snow ploughs could keep the roads clear and it was difficult to know where to

shovel the snow when clearing pathways.


